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Since We Last Met
Below is a summary of headlines and events
taken from the Lone Wolf community online:

The monastery is now back in the hands of
Winterhawk, after a brief stint in the grips of
DarklordVashna.  Many things have happened,
including financial devastation of both the bank
and the newly formed stock exchange.

Tower of the Sun celebrated its one-year
anniversary in mid-September.  Thanks to those
who have joined and joined in over the last
year.

Joe Dever's second surgery was a success, and
from the latest reports he is recovering fine.
Now if we could only convince him to write 4
more books for a small fan-base with little
chance of profit from his investment of time….

Mongoose Publishing has announced that it will
not be releasing any more products for the
LWRPG this year.

Mongoose Publishing also announced that its

magazine, Signs & Portents, will be published
from now on in an online format for free
download.  Is this good news or bad news?

At long last, the Nad-Adez Konkor class has
been finished, and it is available in this edition
of Rising Sun.

Our forums are larger than ever, with both
active posters and lurkers alike.  Be sure to sign
up and become active in the discussions.

Katrina ripped through the deep south—the
region where I live.  After several days without
water, power, or gasoline, and after weeks
without phone service, I am now fully functional
again.  It wasn’t pretty.

And the last bit of news (which has been kept
under wraps) is that I’m resigning as editor of
Rising Sun.  After this edition, Tyrenis will be in
charge of formatting and publication.

See my editorial for more on the last two topics.



The Maesmarn Decathlon
Earlier in the year, the first ever Kai Disciplines
Decathlon was hosted by me, Silent Storm.
Before the storm took away power for the first
third of September, I had planned on hosting
the Maesmarn Decathlon.  Luckily, Winterhawk
took up the mantle and ran an impromptu
version of the Decathlon.

In the end, there were four winners:

1st place : DuskFox
2nd place : Angantyr
3rd place : BlackCat, Roark

Congratulations to the winners, and thanks to
all who participated.  Look for the next
decathlon this spring, and expect some of the
rules to have changed.

This Quarter’s Monetary Heroes
Those who helped the Tower meet it’s financial
goals this quarter are listed below:

Jadrax ShadowFox
Alasi Tyrenis
DuskFox GhostBear

In addition, several people donated to the
American Red Cross as part of their Katrina
relief efforts.  And for that I personally thank
you, since I looked up into Katrina’s eye on
August 29th and wondered how much damage
and death she’d caused.

Lego Lone Wolf Update
There is a message board that a few select
people know of at this point dealing with the
LLWP.  Nothing against the rest, but I want to
get everything in line before I unveil it to the
public.

After waiting over a month for a non-shipping
seller from BrickLink.com, I decided I could
wait no longer and posted scene 1.1.1 for my
LLWP staff yesterday—it is Lone Wolf chopping
wood in the forest from Flight From the Dark’s
“The Story So Far…” section.

Kivosh Class Errata
The saving throw for Swelter should say that
Fortitude negates the effects, not Reflex.  Sorry.

A Word from Silent Storm
As you know, Katrina was a monster--one that I
literally stared in the eye.  There are many
people who survived Camille that said this one
was worse.  As I told my mother-in-law on the
morning the storm hit, "It's never easy to be an
eyewitness to history."

Where we live is only 70 miles from the coast,
and keep in mind that while New Orleans is the
media focus because of all the anarchy, keep in
mind that the entire southern half of Mississippi
was, as one person put it, "like a third world
warzone."

When I was finally able to contact TotS from
work, I was amazed to see the lengths people
were willing to go to--especially Winterhawk--to
make sure we could get the most basic of needs
met.

I just wanted to take a moment to say thanks to
everyone who remembered me and my family
when all this happened.

A Change of Scenery
Yes, this issue is brief.  Due to the hurricane
and several other real-life issues, I am finding
less and less time to do Rising Sun.  I had
looked forward to publishing this month after
month, but I feel I am letting everyone down
when situations like this arise.  Case in point,
I've already missed two deadlines to get this
thing finished.

Tyrenis has control of Rising Sun now.  I will
move on to fulfilling roles as admin at TotS and
LWRPoL, plus editing the Book of the
Magnakai, starting the Lego Lone Wolf Project,
and creating various other things to keep
interest in Magnamund alive.

Again, thanks for all the support you've given
me.    –KaiLord Silent Storm (KLSS)



LYRIAN SAGES IN D&D

Introduction
After first being provided the impetus to play a

Lyrian Sage by the people at Tower of the Sun, I
have come to really enjoy the fusion of intellect,
knowledge, panache, magic and duelling that this
class represents.  I am also a big D&D player, so at
some point or other, I always try to convert my
favourite concepts into the d20 System for use with
D&D.  Obviously, with Lone Wolf d20, most of the
work is done, and all it really needs is creative use of
classes and abilities to produce an authentic
"generic-fantasy" version of the Lyrian Sage.

SAGE-ROGUE
The rogue class has much to recommend it as

the base class of the Sage, with evasion, improved
evasion, uncanny dodge and high skill points all in
common with the Lone Wolf Sage.  The Hit Dice,
base attack and weapon and armour proficiencies
are (mostly) a good match too.

However, the biggest clash comes not from
slightly mismatched saves (take Iron Will or convert
his good Reflex and poor Will saves both into
medium saves), but from the sneak attack ability,
which the Sages do not and should not have.  They
are swashbucklers and master duellists, not stealthy
damage-dealers.

As such, I propose that Sage-rogues are not
proficient in short swords or shortbows and lose all
ability to sneak attack.  Instead they gain a fighting
style, usable only with rapiers, poignards and light
armour, that focusses heavily on duelling and two-
weapon fighting.

For balance reasons though, this much heavier
focus on regular fighting impacts on them training
their skills and they receive only 6 + Intelligence
modifier skill points per level, instead of 8 +
Intelligence modifier.  Their class skills are
unchanged.

While you can make both the Sage-rogue and
standard rogue variants available at the same time,
it is clearly silly for one character to take both.  Just
like specialisation for wizards, taking a class variant
cuts off access to all other variants of the same class.

Duelling Focus: At 1st-level, when dressed in
light or no armour, wielding a rapier in their primary
hand and either a poignard or nothing in their off-
hand, their Sage-rogue BAB with their rapier is
increased to that of a fighter (+1 per level).  This
does not apply to any off-hand poignard.  This
ability supercedes Weapon Focus: Rapier and the

feat may not be selected.  If already possessed, the
feat still cannot be used with their fighting style.

Duelling style feat: At 2nd-level and every three
levels thereafter, the Sage-rogue can select any feat
from this list that she meets the pre-requisites for.  If
she can only meet them with her duelling style, then
they can only be used with her duelling style.
Combat Expertise, Dodge, Improved Critical:
Rapier, Improved Disarm, Quick Draw, Two-
Weapon Fighting (Improved Two-Weapon Fighting,
Greater Two-Weapon Fighting, Two-Weapon
Defence), Weapon Finesse.

Double-focus: At 7th-level, the Sage-rogue may
apply his Duelling Focus to the poignard when using
his duelling style.  He may add Improved Critical:
Poignard to his list of duelling style feats and may
no longer select or gain benefit from Weapon Focus:
Poignard.

Special Ability: The Sage-rogue loses Crippling
Strike and Opportunist from her list of rogue special
abilities and, instead of selecting any general feat as
one of her special abilities, she can instead either
select the Leadership or Librarian feats or choose
another feat that she qualifies for from her fighting
style.  She can still choose from Defensive Roll,
Improved Evasion, Skill Mastery and Still Mind as
normal.

SAGE-ROGUE
01)  Duelling Focus, Trapfinding
02)  Duelling style feat, Evasion
03)  Trap sense +1
04)  Uncanny Dodge
05)  Duelling style feat
06)  Trap sense +2
07)  Double-focus
08)  Duelling style feat,
09)  Improved Uncanny Dodge
10)  Special ability
11)  Duelling style feat
12)  Trap sense +4
13)  Special ability
14)  Duelling style feat
15)  Trap sense +5
16)  Special ability
17)  Duelling style feat
18)  Trap sense +6
19)  Special ability
20)  Duelling style feat

Conclusion
Although this variant provides an interesting

version of the rogue, a non-sneak-attacking duellist
with good defensive capabilities, I believe that the
Lyrian Sage can only be best constructed by multi-
classing.



BARDIC SAGE

The bard is also an excellent choice for the
Lyrian Sage, not least because of the bardic music.
The high skill points and social skills are a nice
match and the bardic lore is the obvious basis for
the Sages' Researcher ability.  Their saves are
actually slightly better than the Sage's and they gain
a lot of the Sages' bardic capability early on, as is
standard for D&D.

Bardic sages are only proficient with simple
weapons and the rapier and may wear light armour
without penalty.  Instead of Shield Proficiency, they
get the limited ability to use bucklers (only).  Their
magical ability needs to be altered dramatically as,
apart from the cantrips, Lyrian Sages don't actually
have any bardic "spells" as such.

In return for this, I propose to also allow the
bardic sage the Duelling Focus ability at 2nd-level,
allowing the character to maintain a full bardic BAB
when using their rapier.  Again, while you can use
both bardic variants in your games, I would suggest
using both Lyrian variants or not at all and not
allowing the same character to be both a bard and a
bardic sage!

Bardic sages do not have any spells of healing
or summoning.  While many of their spells can be
rationalised to be Left-Handed Magic or
Sonomancy, Lyrian Sages simply cannot conjure
objects or summon monsters and they certainly
cannot heal with their magic.  Spells that a bardic
sage should not develop are as follows.  This may
seem like a restricted list and in many ways it is, but
the Lyrian Sages are not exclusive casters, even
when considering bardic magic, preferring versatility
overall as opposed to narrow but deep focus.

0 - mage hand; 1st - animate rope, cure light
wounds, disguise self, silent image, summon
monster I; 2nd - alter self, animal messenger,
blindness/deafness, blur, cure moderate wounds,
darkness, delay poison, glitterdust, invisibility, minor
image, mirror image, pyrotechnics, summon
monster II, summon swarm; 3rd - blink, cure serious
wounds, dsiplacement, gaseous form, invisibility
sphere, Leo's tinyhut, major image, phanton steed,
summon monster III; 4th - cure critical wounds,
dimension door, hallucinatory terrain, invisibility
(greater), Leo's secure shelter, neutralise poison,
shadow conjuration, summon monster IV; 5th - cure
light wounds (mass), dream, mirage arcana,
mislead, nightmare, persistent image, seeming,
shadow evocation, shadow walk, summon monster
V; 6th - animate objects, cure moderate wounds
(mass), eyebite, heroes' feast, permanent image,

programmed image, project image, summon
monster VI, veil.

BARDIC SAGE
01)  Bardic music & knowledge, countersong, fascinate,
inspire courage +1
02) Duelling Focus
03) Inspire competence
Further level-based special powers are unchanged.

Conclusion
This is a shorter article than its predecessor and

arguably downpowers the bard.  However, I feel
that their increased skill with their rapiers makes up
for their decreased spell versatility and fits in
significantly better with the theme of Lone Wolf d20.
I also feel it works a lot better as a multi-class
combination with the variant rogue from the
previous article.

Well everyone.  It’s been fun.  Here’s a
Halloween image from me in closing.  And
now, the Nad-Adez Konkor.



KAI HUNTER

Nad-Adez Konkor (Dark-Blood Hunter)

The Kai Hunter is a contingency plan of Naar's.  It hinged on the defeat of Doom Wolf, the
misguided Kai who thought himself to be one of the Koura-tas-Kai mentioned in legend.
Naar twisted the mind of this poor man, and once he had slain a fellow Kai Lord, his fate
was sealed.  The blood that coursed through his veins was now tainted with murder, and
that tainted blood was therefore valuable to Naar.

Agents were sent by the dark god to apprehend Doom Wolf once he stole the Lorestone of
Nyxator.  Most of these were true Kai Redeemers, but a few were false ones.  These
imposters were helghasts whose mission was to feign death after having injured Doom Wolf
and getting his blood on their blades.  Naar gathered up these helghasts and their weapons
and transported them to the depths of Helgedad.  There the Nadziranim treated the blood
and infused it into several Drakkarim that had been “chosen” strictly for this purpose.  Then
the Drakkarim themselves fell victim to the magic of the Nadziranim, whose relentless spells
brought to life within these Drakkarim the same sort of latent abilities that the Kai possessed.

But something was different.  The abilities that manifested themselves were similar in a few
cases, but in other cases, they were vastly different.  It was observed that some abilities had
fused, forming more powerful ones.  For instance, the disciplines of Hunting and
Camouflage had merged to form one that could best be described as Ambush.  In the place
of the voids left by these merged abilities came two new ones:  Fetishism* and Kai-Bane.
The former plagued these new darkspawn with an unreasonable fixation upon meaningless
objects; the latter allowed them to overcome some of the impenetrable barriers that were
generated by Kai disciplines, but only at personal expense.

*(Note:  In this usage, a "fetish" has no sexual connotations or ties.  It refers to an ordinary object to
which an unnatural attachment is shown.)

Thus was born a creature finally capable of matching a Kai one-to-one.  They were the Kai
Hunters, named “Nad-Adez Konkor” after the tainted blood used to make them.  Since very
little blood was harvested from Doom Wolf before he was captured and exiled through the
Shadow Gate of Toran, the number of Kai Hunters is very rare.  At the time of their creation,
there was only one Kai Hunter for every hundred or so Kai.  Naar released these Nad-A’kor
into Magnamund, and he is waiting for one of the Kai Hunters to excel and master all the
Dark Disciplines.  Once that Kai Hunter has proven himself, Naar plans to send him through
the Shadow Gate to gather more blood from Doom Wolf—using whatever means possible.
The ultimate achievement would be to capture the fallen Kai, imprison him, and bleed him
weekly to create legions of Nad-Adez Konkor for the Second Black Muster.

The Kai Lords themselves also have plans for Doom Wolf, most of which involve finding him
and locking him in safety deep below the Kai Monastery in the dungeons, safely kept away
from Naar's meddling.  They learned first-hand of what the Dark One had created one night
when a Kai Hunter slipped into the monastery and assassinated over a half-dozen elders.
After consulting the Brotherhood and Elder Magi, it was decided that it was better to have



Doom Wolf back in Magnamund, guarded by hundreds of Kai, than to have him roaming
freely about where Naar’s agents could find him.
Adventures:  More valuable than the helghasts stationed throughout all of Magnamund, the
Kai Hunters are valued for their ability to detect the Kai, stalk them, and execute them.  Of
the original dozen Nad-A'kor, there are only five remaining, though.  The chances of two of
them meeting are exceedingly rare, now that their numbers have fallen off.  Given the
tendency of more powerful darkspawn to battle for dominance, it is likely that two Kai
Hunters happening upon each another would result in a grisly demise for one of them.

Note:  According to the LWRPG author, August Hahn, a Kai Hunter class was originally
designed for release, but Joe Dever nixed it, stating that Kai Hunters simply did not exist—
they were not needed due to the overwhelming odds used in MS5050 to obliterate the Kai.
The most famous perversion of Kai’s gifts was Wolf’s Bane, a unique antithetical being in the
19th book of the series.

GMs wishing to use Kai Hunters are therefore warned that though they may not necessarily
upset the “balance” of the world, they are not canonical.  Indeed they are based off an
unofficial expansion supplement, Andrew Gale's Book of the Magnakai.  Further unofficial
canon dictates that they all died off through in-fighting by MS5050, hence their absence
from the attack on the monastery.

Characteristics:  The Nad-Adez Konkor are heartless and merciless.  They have one ultimate
goal, and that is the eradication of the Kai.  They know that they are hybrid abominations,
but they still see themselves as being next to the Darklords in power and station.  Obviously,
other darkspawn and native Darklanders take issue with this.

Religion:  Naar created them, and it is to him alone that they bow.  Should one of them ever
falter in service to Naar, it would not be unexpected for the dark god to unleash his wrath
upon that one.

Background:  For years after creation the Kai Hunters were trained in the different regions of
the Darklands, until they had all manifested at least one of the Dark Disciplines.  At this time,
they were sent forth into Magnamund to carry out the rest of their training.  Upon gaining all
ten disciplines, they are to return to Helgedad at once in order to be prepped for infiltration
into the Shadow Gate at Toran.  This will not be easy, for the Kai already know about these
plans.

Other Classes:  Kai Hunters are haughty and elitist in regard to others.  And rightly so.  They
see themselves as being above all other classes and creatures in the Darklands, including the
Nadziranim who helped create them.  They would never strive to follow a path other than
the one they have been “granted”.

GAME RULE INFORMATION

Racial Note:  Drakkarim only, but they are classified as Darkspawn for the purpose of spells
and abilities that affect them.  (Note:  The harsh features of the Drakkarim have been altered
through magic to pass for a normal human inhabitant of Magnamund.)



Abilities:  Due to an inherent lack of healing without having first killed something, Dexterity
and Constitution are important.  Dexterity plays a key role in the main task of a Kai Hunter,
which is—obviously—hunting and dispatching the warrior-protectors of Sommerlund.  A
high Strength would also help a Kai Hunter kill more easily.

Endurance Die:  d8

Base Speed:  30 feet

CLASS SKILLS

Acrobatics, Athletics, Bluff, Climb, Concentration, Disguise, Escape Artist, Knowledge
(history, warfare, the Darklands), Perception, Ride, Sense Motive, Sleight of Hand, Speak
Language, Survival, Stealth

Skill points at first level:  (4 + Int mod) x 4
Skill points at each additional level:  4 + Int mod

Armor and Weapon Proficiency:  All non-racial melee and ranged weapons.  All light and
medium armor and shields.  Note that some armor affects skills and Dark Disciplines.

Kai Hunter Disciplines:  At each level (1-10) a new Dark Discipline is chosen randomly.  This
is a by-product of the unstable energies used to merge Drakkar and Kai.  Upon reaching 11th

level, a Kai Hunter has gained sufficient control over the forces which govern his body to
choose which Advanced Dark Discipline he wishes to perfect.  Only Dark Disciplines that
have reached Tier V may be chosen as Advanced Dark Disciplines.

In order to determine which skill is manifested, list them out on a sheet of paper numbered
1-10 when the character is created.  Then roll 1d10 at each level, rerolling any numbers that
correlate to disciplines already learned.

Willpower:  A Kai Hunter has a Willpower score just as a Kai does, allowing him to engage in
psychic combat if he has the Dark Discipline of Mindblast.  This score is equal to half the
character’s Wisdom score, rounded up, at first level.  At each successive level, the total raises
by the character’s Wisdom modifier + 1 (minimum 2).  This mental reserve is refreshed each
day by a number of points equal to the character’s Charisma score.

Focus:  As per the LWRPG Core Rulebook.

Advanced Dark Disciplines:  At 11th level, the basic Dark Disciplines begin to
augment themselves even more.  As already stated, the Kai Hunter may now choose
which he takes at each level.

Ex-Kai Hunters:  It is impossible for the Kai Hunter to abandon what he is or become
something else.  He simply is what he is.  If one should be willful and powerful enough to
resist his very nature, Naar would surely sense this and slay the insolent pawn.



Dark Disciplines and EP/WP:  Some Tier abilities require a payment of either physical or
mental energy (or a combination of the two) to come into being.  Sometimes it is a per-use
cost, sometimes it is a per-duration cost, and other times it may be a permanent cost.  Any
payment with an asterisk beside it will have more details on the cost outlined in the ability
description.

Kai Hunter (Nad-Adez Konkor / Nad-A’kor / NAK)

Level Base Combat Skill Reflex Fort Will Special
1 +1 +1 +1 +1 Dark Discipline, Willpower
2 +2 +2 +1 +1 Dark Discipline
3 +3 +2 +2 +2 Dark Discipline
4 +4 +3 +2 +2 Dark Discipline
5 +5 +3 +2 +2 Dark Discipline, Focus 1/day
6 +5 +4 +3 +3 Dark Discipline
7 +6 / +1 +5 +3 +3 Dark Discipline
8 +7 / +2 +5 +4 +4 Dark Discipline
9 +8 / +3 +6 +4 +4 Dark Discipline
10 +9 / +4 +6 +5 +5 Dark Discipline, Focus 2/day
11 +10 / +5 +7 +5 +5 Adv. Discipline, Discipline Stability
12 +10 / +5 +8 +5 +5 Adv. Discipline
13 +11 / +6 / +1 +8 +6 +6 Adv. Discipline
14 +12 / +7 / +2 +9 +6 +6 Adv. Discipline
15 +13 / +8 / +3 +9 +7 +7 Adv. Discipline, Focus 3/day
16 +14 / +9 / +4 +10 +7 +7 Adv. Discipline
17 +15 / +10 / +5 +11 +8 +8 Adv. Discipline
18 +15 / +10 / +5 +11 +8 +8 Adv. Discipline
19 +16 / +11 / +6 / +1 +12 +8 +8 Adv. Discipline
20 +17 / +12 / +7 / +2 +12 +9 +9 Adv. Discipline, Focus 4/day

DARK DISCIPLINES

Ambush
This Dark Discipline is especially effective when used in conjunction with Obscurement, for
these abilities are used when the Kai Hunter strikes out at a foe from a hiding place.  As a
bonus for having this Discipline, the Kai Hunter gains a bonus to Stealth checks while
remaining still equal to his highest useable Tier.

Tier I:  Futile Flight
A Kai Hunter’s base movement rate is increased to 40 feet, making it difficult for most
humanoids to outrun or capture him.  In addition, he gains a bonus to Climb and Jump
checks equal to this discipline's Tier due to this increase in speed.



Tier II:  Strike from Above
Dropping from a perch onto an opponent is treated like a charge attack, and no damage
from falling is taken if the distance dropped is 20 feet or less;  due to a quick recovery time
from such a low height, there is no penalty to AC in the following round.  Up to a height of
40 feet, the damage from falling is halved; the AC penalty applies here due to the amount of
time needed to recover from such a high drop.  In either case, the rolled damage from the
actual attack is increased by a factor of 1.5x, rounded up.

Tier III:  Preying Mantis (-3 ENDURANCE)
Ambush is vital to gaining an upper hand in combat.  For this reason, Kai Hunters will
sometimes seek to wait and watch until their intended target passes nearby.  When using a
dagger-type weapon (knife, stiletto, khanjar, etc.), the Kai Hunter can attack any opponent
that passes within 10’ of his hiding place before they can act.  This special attack does 1d4
damage for every Tier of Ambush the Kai Hunter has acquired.

Tier IV:  Sniper’s Boon (-4 ENDURANCE)
When using a bow or crossbow, and when not engaged in combat, a Kai Hunter can add an
extra +4 to a single attack roll and increase the critical range for that attack by 2.  This
bonus is added after passing a Concentration check at (DC25 – the Kai Hunter's highest
base attack modifier).  No other attacks or actions can be taken in the same round that
Sniper's Boon is used (it is a full round action),  and the Kai Hunter is considered flat-footed.

Tier V:  Silent Storm (-6 ENDURANCE)
A Kai Hunter can leap from his hiding place, move up to half his base movement speed, and
still strike his opponent with a full attack,  applying a –5 on all attack rolls. Opponents are
allowed a Perception check at DC (10 + NAK Character Level) to notice this movement.
Those who pass this check are not considered flat-footed, but the Kai Hunter still gets a full
attack against them.

Blighting
Rather than being able to heal himself, the Kai Hunter is able to make others easier to kill.
His mere touch becomes a dangerous thing, allowing him to expend his own life force in
order to make others less powerful in combat.

Tier I:  Tolerance
A Kai Hunter comes into contact with various types of poisons as part of his natural training.
He can now choose a specific type of natural poison to be totally immune to, no matter the
dosage (even graveweed).  Each time the Kai Hunter goes up in level, he may add a new
poison to this list.  He gains a +5 bonus to Fortitude saving throws vs natural poisons he is
not yet immune to.  In addition, the atmosphere of the Darklands has no effect upon the Kai
Hunter.  This aspect itself grants a +5 Fortitude bonus to any type of inhaled toxins or
chemicals.

Tier II:  Blood Rites
True magical healing is beyond the ability of the Kai Hunter.  He must perform a special
magical rite taught him by the Nadziranim in order to transfer energy from a freshly slain
corpse into himself.  As a full round action, the Kai Hunter can absorb enough energy to
restore a number of EP equal to his Blighting tier + his character level.  This must be done



over a fresh kill that died by the Kai Hunter's hand.  If the corpse was a Kai, he absorbs an
extra 2d4 EP.  Note that anything under 2 ED will yield no EP, and a Kai Hunter cannot
absorb more EP than the slain had in life.  This ability can be used a number of times per
day equal to this Dark Discipline's Tier + his Wisdom modifier.

Tier III:  Crippling Touch (-2 EP per point of damage, minimum -2 EP)
As a full round action, the Kai Hunter can forego striking with a weapon in order to make an
unarmed strike against his foe.  If this strike hits, the target suffers normal damage, in
addition to losing a point of Strength for each 2 EP paid.  The full cost is decided before the
attack and is only applied if the target is hit, otherwise only 2 EP is lost due to the intense
strain.  The target suffers this effect for a duration of 1d4+1 rounds (duration is kept secret
from the Kai Hunter).

(Example:  Black Talon decides to spend 4 EP on a Crippling Touch attack.  He strikes his opponent
and does 2 EP non-lethal damage, in addition to 2 points of Strength damage.  His opponent now
suffers a –1 penalty to attacks and damage, in addition to possibly being overburdened.  The GM
determines the Kai Hunter now has 3 rounds in which to take advantage of this ability loss, at which
time the loss is fully restored.)

Tier IV:  Numbing Touch (-3 EP per point of damage, minimum –3 EP)
The Kai Hunter can cause the movements of his foes to become slowed and cumbersome.
The mechanics of this attack are the same as Crippling Touch, except that the ability loss is
applied to Dexterity.

Tier V:  Fatiguing Touch (-4 EP per point of damage, minimum –4 EP)
A Kai Hunter can now obliterate the very vigor of his foe.  This attack is handled the same as
the previous two tiers, but the ability loss is applied to Constitution.  It is often as costly to the
Kai Hunter as it is his foe, however, and should be used wisely.  (Note that this can be very
effective if the opponent has a low EP score, as the resultant loss of EP from the drop in
Constitution could reduce him to 0 EP instantly.)

(Example:  Black Talon (a 13th level NAK) decides to spend 12 EP on a Fatiguing Touch attack.  He
strikes his opponent (an 11th level Kai) and does 3 EP non-lethal damage, in addition to 3 points of
Constitution damage.  His opponent had a Constitution of 15, but now suddenly it drops to 12.
Along with that loss comes not only a penalty to Fortitude saves, but also a decrease in health equal
to up to NAK’s class level.  Going from a 15 to 12 reveals only a –1 change in Constitution modifier,
so the Kai loses 11 EP from the attack.  It would seem that a –12 EP personal loss for a –11 EP foe
loss is not wise. . .unless the target is almost dead and the NAK is rendered weaponless. . . .)

Feral Touch
This ability allows the character control over animals, specifically hostile ones or predators.
As mastery of this dark discipline advances, the Kai Hunter goes from being able to merely
summon animals to making them attack without regard to safety.

Tier I:  Rabid Summons
Having an affinity with other creatures that hunt and kill, the Kai Hunter can call for help
from natural woodland predators.  As a standard action, he can send out a mental call to all
carnivores in a half-mile radius (the number called is equal to the Kai Hunter's tier in Feral
Touch).  If any animal hears the call, it is allowed a Will save vs. DC10 + the Kai Hunter's



character level.  Animals that fail the save arrive in 2d4+2 rounds, moving at maximum
speed to reach the Kai Hunter.  Only non-domesticated carnivores can be called this way.

Tier II: Voice of the Wild
A Kai Hunter can converse with any animal of Intelligence 2 or greater that he maintains
sight with.  This animal is subject to normal conversational motivators, such as Bluff and
Intimidate.  It must be noted that animals typically relate the world to others in their own
terms, hence a cat will refer to a horse as being gargantuan in size.

Tier III: Guardian Beast
As a free action once per round, a Kai Hunter can order any creature he has summoned to
attack someone.  The animal commanded can must make a Will saving throw vs DC10 +
the Kai Hunter’s character level.  Failure means that the animal will attack until it takes
damage, at which point it is allowed another Will saving throw, this time at a plain DC10.  If
the animal passes this saving throw, it will flee as fast as it can from the area, and it will no
longer answer the Kai Hunter’s summons if he calls again.

Tier IV:  To the Death (-3 ENDURANCE)
A more powerful combination of the previous tiers, the Kai Hunter can now command any
animal to fight to the death against an adversary (this is still restricted as a free action, once
per round).  The animal will ignore all damage taken and will flee under no circumstances--it
will truly fight to the death with all ferocity.

Tier V:  Alpha Beast
All wild animals can sense the power exuding from a Kai Hunter of this tier.  They will not
attack the Kai Hunter, even if commanded to or threatened.  Note that if the Kai Hunter
attacks the animal, it will then fight back, but only if it cannot flee.

Fetishism
Being the minion of a Darklord or of Naar himself involves pacts.  This aspect of life in the
Darklands manifested itself in the Kai Hunter as the need for fetishes—objects to which
unnatural devotion or attention is paid.  These have both a psychological and physical effect
upon the Kai Hunter, for when he has them in his possession, he is more powerful.  Should
one become lost or destroyed, he suffers for it…sometimes terribly.  Note that whatever
fetish a tier calls for must be acquired before the character can go up in level—it is not
possible to bypass the abilities and penalties of a tier just by delaying the acquisition of the
fetish listed.

Tier I:  The Stone
A Kai Hunter will invariably be drawn to a certain rock or pebble, which must then be
mounted in a ring, kept on a necklace, etc.  The stone must not be valuable (not worth more
than 10 GC).  When in possession of this stone, the Kai Hunter gains a +1 bonus to either
his Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution.  If the stone is ever removed from his possession for
any reason, the Kai Hunter loses this bonus and gains a -1 penalty to the other two physical
abilities until the item is found.  It cannot be replaced.

(Example:  Black Talon has acquired his fetish Stone.  His Dexterity is better because of it, gaining a
+1 bonus until one day when he is overpowered by a band of thugs and left for dead.  Upon
awakening, he discovers the ring with the stone is gone!  He loses the +1 bonus it granted to his



Dexterity, in addition to losing a point from both his Constitution and his Strength until he finds the
ring.  If he never finds the ring again, this loss is permanent.)

Tier II:  The Lock of Hair
The Kai Hunter must procure a lock of hair (not fur) from a living person for some reason—
he will feel compelled to do so, and it must contain the flesh that holds the roots.  This lock
of hair is then set in a leather string and worn somewhere.  When in possession of this hair,
the Kai Hunter gains a +1 bonus to either his Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma.  If this hair
is ever removed from his possession for any reason, the Kai Hunter loses this bonus and
gains a -1 penalty to the other two mental abilities until the item is found.  Unlike the Stone,
the hair can be replaced, but only from the original source—though they may not be willing
or living any longer.

Tier III:  The Teeth
After killing a carnivore in single unarmed combat (including one that may be called using
Rabid Summons), the Kai Hunter will have the urge to extract its four fangs.  These are
placed on a necklace, which must remain in contact with the skin at all times.  As long as this
necklace is in place, the Kai Hunter receives a +1 bonus to Armor Class and Reflex saves.
Losing the item causes a -1 penalty to all attack and damage rolls until it is recovered.  Due
to the unique nature of this item, it can never be replaced.

Tier IV:  The Blood
The Kai Hunter is infatuated with a certain creature or person. Once he captures a vial of
their blood (a few drops will do), he can place it in a small vial to wear around his neck or
wrist.  This will grant him an extra 1d10 EP and a +1 bonus to all Fortitude saves.  Loss or
destruction of this item will cause the Kai Hunter to lose the bonus EP, plus an equal number
of EP until it can be recovered or replaced.  It can be replaced only from the original source.

Tier V:  The Trophy
Living up to his profession is monumental for the Kai Hunter—he must procure something
from the first Kai he kills. (Note: This is the only fetish that can be kept until needed, but its
attainment cannot be postponed.) This item must then be kept with him at all times, and
grants a +1 to all damage rolls against Kai.  If this item is ever lost, a random Kai Hunter
Dark Discipline (and, if lost at higher levels, the associated Advanced Dark Discipline) will no
longer function until the Trophy is recovered (Fetishism cannot be affected by this random
“deactivation”).  Needless to say, it is very important to not lose this item, for it cannot be
replaced.

Kai-Bane
Considered by some to be the ultimate Dark Discipline, Kai-Bane allows the Kai Hunter to
become more than a nuisance to the accursed Kai.  By taking away the things that make the
Kai so effective, this discipline renders them more susceptible to the injury and death.

Until a discipline that Kai-Bane affects reaches Tier V, the only effect this discipline has is a
+1 bonus on every roll made when dealing with Kai (attack, damage, saves, checks, etc).
After a discipline is gained that Kai-Bane augments, the effect(s) listed below is gained
automatically, replacing this Kai-related +1 bonus.  (Note:  All of the effects listed below will
eventually be attained, but the +1 bonus is a stop-gap feature to grant something in case
Kai-Bane is one of the first 4 Dark Disciplines rolled.)



Ambush:  The Kai is now subject to being surprised or flat-footed.
Blighting: The Kai is no longer immune to any natural toxin or poison (such as those spread
on a blade or mixed into drinks) the Kai Hunter is immune to, as long as it is mixed with the
Kai Hunter’s blood beforehand.
Feral Touch:  The Kai can not use Animal Kinship upon any animal(s) the Kai Hunter
summons (however, Animal Control can still function).
Mindblast:  The Kai can no longer block these attacks with Mindshield (however, Psi-Screen
can still block them).
Mindshield:  The Kai can no long detect the Kai Hunter by using Sixth Sense.
Obscurement:  The Kai Hunter gets a +10 bonus on perception checks involving Kai.
Seeking:  The Kai can be tracked as normal, even when leaving no physical trail.
Warcraft:  The Kai is now prevented from using Glancing Blow.

Mindblast
This discipline allows the Kai Hunter to use the force of his mind to affect others in a
detrimental way.  Creatures without Mindshield are at a severe disadvantage against a Kai
Hunter possessing this ability.  It should be noted that regular combat, psychic combat, and
Mindblast are totally separate; all three can be used simultaneously.

Tier I:  Errant Thoughts
As a standard action, the Kai Hunter can assail his opponent’s mind with meaningless
gibberish that confuses and distracts.  The target of this attack suffers a -1 on attack and
damage rolls from his chaotic thoughts and inability to concentrate.

Tier II:  Piercing Gaze (-4 WP per 1 EP damage)
As a standard action used on a target he can see, the Kai Hunter can transform his psychic
reserves into physical damage, causing 1 points of damage for every 4 points of willpower
he spends.  This physical damage is unblockable.

The Kai Hunter can now use the Attack action in Psychic Combat.

Tier III:  Mass Confusion (-4 ENDURANCE)
As a move action, more enemies can now be distracted as per Errant Thoughts.  Up to 8
enemies attacking the Kai Hunter suffer the -1 attack and damage penalty.

Tier IV:  Fight or Flight (-6 ENDURANCE)
As a standard action, Kai Hunter and target make opposing Will saves, each adding their
character level to the roll.  If the target succeeds, he takes a -2 on the next round's attack roll
due to the intense mental battle he just encountered.  Damage from this opponent the next
time he attacks is also minimized from the distraction, as if he had rolled a 1 for the damage
dice.  However, if the target fails the Will save, he will turn and flee for 2 rounds.

The Kai Hunter can now use the Stun action in Psychic Combat.

Tier V:  When the Walls Fell (-8 ENDURANCE, -6 WP)
This full-round action allows the Kai Hunter a chance to unleash a devastating mental attack
in lieu of any physical ones.  Kai Hunter and target make opposed Will saves, and the Kai
Hunter gets to add +5 to his roll.  If he succeeds, he does 5d4 + his Charisma modifier



(minimum 1) of psychic damage to the opponent.  Note that this takes the place of a Psychic
Combat action.

If the opponent has a Psychic Shield in place, this successful attack shatters that shield and
does a standard 2d6 psychic damage.  The opponent must make a successful Will save
against DC15 to raise the shield again, even if it is instinctive.

This ability can be used once per day for every 5 levels (rounded down) the Kai Hunter has
attained.

Mindshield
Without mental shields, Kai Hunters are susceptible to attacks from not only other Kai, but
also rival Kai Hunters and other creatures who can use Mindblast-like powers.

Tier I:  Shielding I
Protection from Mindblast Tier I effects.

Tier II:  Shielding II
Protection from Mindblast Tier II effects.  Able to now use the Raise a Shield action in
Psychic Combat.

Tier III:  Shielding III
Protection from Mindblast Tier III effects.

Tier IV:  Shielding IV
Protection from Mindblast Tier IV effects.   An Instinctive Shield is now in place around the
Kai Hunter's mind.

Tier V:  Shielding V
Protection from Mindblast Tier V effects.

Obscurement
Nature’s most efficient hunters are able to get close to their prey without it ever knowing.
The Dark Discipline of Obscurement follows this natural order, allowing the Kai Hunter to
have betters odds at being unnoticed—as long as he does not move.

Tier I:  Still of the Night
As long as he does not move, a Kai Hunter gains a bonus to Stealth checks equal to this
discipline's Tier, but only at night or in conditions of extremely low light.  Movement for any
reason (even to draw a weapon) negates this bonus, and a new Stealth check must be made.
This ability can only be used outdoors.

Tier II:  Boon of Stillness
The Stealth check bonus mentioned above now applies to any outdoors condition where the
Kai Hunter remains motionless.  The same restrictions apply, as above, in Still of the Night.
This ability cannot be used in terrain where the color is different than the Kai Hunter's
clothing (for example, wearing brown in a snow field, or white in a jungle).



Tier III:  Infiltrator's Edge
The Kai Hunter's mastery of blending with his surroundings has become honed enough that
he can now add the bonus to any Stealth check, outdoors or indoors, night or day.  Again,
he must remain absolutely still for this to work.

Tier IV:  Hidden in Plain Sight
This daring ability allows the Kai Hunter to stand within someone's range of vision and force
them to make a Will save.  The DC is equal to the Kai Hunter's Dexterity Score + his
Wisdom bonus + his tier in Obscurement + 5.  If the target fails the saving throw, the Kai
Hunter can remain motionless and be treated as unseen, for he has essentially become
invisible to that person’s eyes.  Note that this can only work with humanoids, not animals or
monsters.  Also, if the target is already watching or has seen the Kai Hunter, he cannot use
this ability.

Tier V:  Chameleon's Gift
Bordering on the supernatural, this ability of the Kai Hunter is rarely witnessed, for the target
rarely ever sees what attacked them.  The Kai Hunter is able to alter the coloration of his
clothing temporarily so that it blends almost perfectly with the surroundings.  He gains a +10
bonus to his Stealth check when still, and he gains a +2 synergy bonus for every 5 ranks he
has in Acrobatics due to his ability to contort his body into a “non-human-appearing” pose.
It should be noted that complex backgrounds (such as a tapestry or bookshelf) are extremely
difficult to emulate in this fashion, and only grant a +5 bonus with no acrobatic synergy
effects.  This ability also can only be used on cloth that the character is wearing.  No armor
(leather, metal, or otherwise), skin, or hair is affected.

Seeking
This Dark Discipline allows the Kai Hunter the ability to find his favored enemy—the Kai
Lords of Sommerlund—and to gather information about his surroundings.  This ability
grants a bonus on all Stealth checks when moving equal to the highest useable Tier.

Tier I:  On the Trail
The Kai Hunter gains the ability to track, especially when following Kai Lords.  Refer to the
DC chart and modifier chart on p40 of the LWRPG Core Rulebook for information on
"normal" tracking.  When tracking a Kai, the DC is decreased by this Tier's level.

Tier II:  Outfoxing the Fox
The Kai Hunter is not fooled by doubling back when tracking something, nor do trail-
masking effects (water, fresh snow, etc) have as great an effect on his skills.  The DC when
dealing with those types of hindrances is reduced by the Kai Hunter’s Tier in this discipline.

He can also travel in such a way as to confuse Kai which may be tracking him, increasing the
DC to follow his trail accurately by 5 + this ability’s Tier when moving at half-normal speed,
and 10 + this ability’s Tier when moving at quarter-normal speed.

Tier III:  Around the Corner (-1 ENDURANCE)
The Kai Hunter can open his being up to creatures of good or evil allegiance for a radius of
300 feet.  Whenever he approaches a creature of either allegiance in this radius (or when



one approaches him), he physically feels how good or evil they are.  Truly evil beings will
make the Kai Hunter feel very hot; truly good ones will make him feel very cold.  Neutral or
unaligned creatures are undetectable by these means.

Tier IV:  Finding the Path
When tracking any humanoid, the Kai Hunter may add a bonus equal to this ability’s Tier.
Note that this does not stack with the bonus to track Kai granted by On the Trail, it merely
broadens the usage of the tracking bonus.

Tier V:  Blood of the Prey
If tracking someone he has recently wounded (and is bleeding), the Kai Hunter can add +5
to the tracking check.  Note that at any time the tracked target makes a successful Healing
check for his wounds, or heals himself in any fashion, a new tracking roll must be made
without the +5 blood bonus.  In this situation, the Kai Hunter can sacrifice his own blood in
an attempt to find the trail again.  Each EP of blood the Kai hunter bleeds from himself
grants a +1 bonus to the roll, up to a maximum of +10.  This blood-letting can only be
done once per tracked target, and only once per day.

Warcraft
This Dark Discipline grants the Kai Hunter the ability to bond with certain weapons, giving
him bonuses with them while taking penalties with all other weapons.  In addition, his
training has taught him how to gain an offensive or defensive advantage in combat at any
time.

Tier I:  Unarmed Strike
A Kai Hunter can use his body as a natural weapon, giving him a +1 bonus to damage with
unarmed attacks.  He suffers no penalty for unarmed strikes against his opponent, even
when attempting to disarm.  When fighting in this manner, the Dexterity bonus is used on
attack rolls instead of the Strength bonus, but the Strength bonus still applies to damage.

Tier II:  Bloodlust (-1 ENDURANCE permanently, per weapon type)
After having been trained in all weapon forms and styles, a Kai Hunter chooses one non-
racial weapon type (example: short sword, axe, battle axe, etc.) that he prefers above all
others.  He then performs a ritual of bonding wherein the weapon must be used against him
to draw blood.  After this, when using this weapon type in combat, a +1 bonus is added to
all attack rolls and a +2 bonus is added to all damage rolls.  At each new tier, the Kai Hunter
may choose another weapon type to gain this bonus with (maximum will therefore be four).
All other weapon types grant a -1 penalty on damage and attack due to lack of bonding
(minimum damage is 1).

Tier III:  Offensive Stance (variable, up to -5 ENDURANCE)
The Kai Hunter can elect to spend EP in an attempt to break through an enemy's defenses
and strike back.  In order to use this ability, the Kai Hunter must have lower initiative than
his target, either naturally or due to a delay action; he also gives up any bonuses due to AC.
If the opponent strikes him and does damage, the Kai Hunter can forego a full attack and
then choose a number of EP up to his maximum Tier in Warcraft to add to his attack and
damage rolls.  This bonus lasts for the current round only, and is good for one attack.



(Example:  Grim Storm is facing a tough Kai opponent.  The Kai lashes out and strikes him with an
axe, and Grim Storm embraces the blow in order to better hit his enemy.  In narrative terms, he
moves into a position that harms him more but allows a better attack angle to his opponent.  He
decides to take an additional 3 EP damage (this is added to the opponent's damage roll) in order to
get a +3 attack and damage bonus for his single attack that round.)

Tier IV:  Defensive Stance (-2 ENDURANCE per round)
When fighting defensively and using a chosen weapon type (see Bloodlust, above), the Kai
Hunter may add a +7 bonus to his AC.  When in full defense, he may add +9.

Tier V:  Boon of the Bonding
By knowing how to fight in all styles with a weapon type, the Kai Hunter can better expect
what forms of attacks he will face, and adjust himself accordingly to minimize damage.
When facing an opponent who is using a weapon the Kai Hunter has Bloodlust with, all
damage from that opponent is reduced by 3.  No damage can be reduced below 1.

(Example:  Stone Claw has chosen the spear for his initial Bloodlust weapon.  When facing an enemy
who is using a spear, Stone Claw has knowledge of how they will attack.  Thanks to this knowledge,
he may reduce his damage from that weapon accordingly.  If an opponent hits him with a spear, and
would normally cause 7 damage, Stone Claw only takes 4 damage due to his familiarity with spear
combat styles.)

ADVANCED DARK DISCIPLINES

Lore Circles

Night (Predacity, Obfuscation, Shadowing):  “Do not fear the night as much as what awaits
you in the night.”
+5 to Reflex saves, +2 to one physical ability*, and +1 to another physical ability

Ice (Debilitation, Warmastery):  "Cold water on the inside of a man sustains life; cold water
surrounding a man will drain it away.”
+5 to Fortitude saves, +5 EP

Wind (Feral Embrace, Warmastery):  “May the wind carry the death cries of your foes as a
warning to all who would oppose you.”
+1 increase to Base Combat Skill, +5 EP

Storm (Relic Binding, Kai-Scourge, Psi-Surge, Psi-Screen):  “Only a fool will not take shelter
until the fury of the storm passes.”
+5 to Will saves, +2 to one mental ability, +1 to another mental ability

*Physical abilities are Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution.  Mental abilities are Intelligence,
Wisdom, and Charisma.



Predacity (Advanced Ambush)
Mirroring the abilities he has already learned, this Dark Discipline further allows the Kai
Hunter to successfully surprise and possibly defeat unsuspecting enemies, both targeted and
incidental.

Tier I:  Fasting
One key to a successful ambush is being around at the critical moment.  This moment does
not always agree with the typical needs of life, such as eating.  Through strict self-discipline,
the Kai Hunter can now go without food or water for 4 days.  At 96 hours, the Kai Hunter
begins taking 1d4 damage to Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution until he nourishes himself
again.  This damage to his abilities recovers at the standard rate, but only if he continues to
eat and drink every day as normal.  If an ability hits 0, the Kai Hunter dies.

Tier II: Strike from Below (-4 ENDURANCE)
This is a specialized ability, giving the submerged Kai Hunter the ability to propel himself out
of the water and attack an opponent.  This ability can only be used if the Kai Hunter is right
below the surface of the water and has something to launch himself off of (like a platform, a
riverbed, a stone outcropping, etc.).  As he springs into the air, he is allowed one free attack
using the standard Surprise Round rules.  In the round following this action, all attacks are
reduced by 2 because of the strain.  (Note:  Depending on the surface conditions where the
Kai Hunter lands, an Acrobatics check may need to be rolled to determine if he falls down
when landing.)

Tier III: Pounce (-3 ENDURANCE)
Given his advances in this Dark Discipline, the Kai Hunter can now leap up to 20’
horizontally from his hiding place and attempt to knock a target down.  To determine this,
the Kai Hunter and foe make opposed rolls:  the Kai hunter rolls d20 + his Dexterity score,
and the target rolls d20 + his Strength score.  If the target is within 10’ of the Kai Hunter, the
Kai Hunter can add a +5 proximity bonus.  Note that this cannot be used in conjunction
with Preying Mantis.

Tier IV: Sniper’s Bane (-2 ENDURANCE per attack)
Each round, the Kai Hunter can deflect arrows that would normally have hit him.  This is
determined before arrow damage is rolled.  The maximum number that can be deflected per
round is equal to the Kai Hunter’s Dexterity modifier (minimum 1).

Tier V: Violent Storm  (-15 ENDURANCE)
The Kai Hunter may now combine Pounce and Preying Mantis (Endurance loss is covered
in this skill).  After pouncing upon a target and attacking it, the Kai Hunter can then make
another attack at each target in range at a +5 bonus to hit, up to a maximum of 5 targets.

Debilitation (Advanced Blighting)
Anyone can give out pain.  A Kai Hunter with Blighting can do it more effectively.  But only
a master of Blighting can benefit from the giving out of pain.  Reminiscent of the fabled
Vampires, the Kai Hunter is now able to leech from his victims with a mere touch.



Tier I:  Unarmed Focus (-1 EP per bonus)
As a move action, the Kai Hunter can focus his life energy into his unarmed attack ability
when attempting to use Blighting on a foe.  Note this bonus cannot be used for Debilitation
attacks.  For each EP spent, there is a +1 to attack and damage bonuses for Blighting
attacks, up to a maximum bonus of +5.

Tier II:  Siphon Life (-2 ENDURANCE)
As a full round action, the Kai Hunter can create a negative gradient within himself that pulls
life force out of whatever foe he strikes.  In other words, a successful unarmed attack against
an opponent transfers EP from the opponent to the Kai Hunter.  If the attack is successful, it
does 1d4 + the Kai Hunter’s Constitution modifier to the target.  The damage dealt is
considered lethal, and the Kai Hunter takes a –2 penalty to AC in the round following the
attack.

Tier III:  Clumsiness (-3 EP per point of ability damage, minimum –3 EP)
This is treated just like Crippling Touch, but the Dexterity lost from the opponent is added
temporarily to the Kai Hunter’s own Dexterity for the duration, which is 1d4+1 rounds.

Tier IV:  Weakness (-4 EP per point of ability damage, minimum –4 EP)
This is treated just like Numbing Touch, but the Strength lost from the opponent is added
temporarily to the Kai Hunter’s own Strength for the duration, which is 1d4 rounds.

Tier V:  Weakness (-5 EP per point of ability damage, minimum –5 EP)
This is treated just like Fatiguing Touch, but the Constitution lost from the opponent is added
temporarily to the Kai Hunter’s own Constitution for the duration, which is 1d3 rounds.
Note that these EP are temporary, and all damage dealt during the duration comes off them
first.

Feral Embrace (Advanced Feral Touch)
The Kai Hunter has gone from merely reaching out and touching the wild animals of nature
to embracing them, as well as the monsters that inhabit the lands.  In fact, he has internalized
some of this ferocity to the extent that he exudes it.  As a bonus, all Handle Animal checks
against domestic animals are increased by +5 automatically.  Against wild animals, it
increases by the Tier.

Tier I:  Monstrous Bond
Tiers I-III of Feral Touch may now apply to monsters as well as animals.  The creature’s Will
saving throw gets a +8 bonus in these circumstances, but it is reduced by the Kai Hunter’s
Tier in this Discipline.

Tier II:  Stride of the Elix (-1 ENDURANCE)
Once per day as a move action, the Kai Hunter can gain a burst of speed, up to an
additional 50’ per round.  For every EP spent, the base movement is increased by 10’ for a
number of rounds equal to the Kai Hunter’s Tier.

Tier III:  Brawn of the Baknar (-5 ENDURANCE)
Once per day as a move action, the Kai Hunter can empower himself with sheer brawn force
to be used in any non-combat situation.  For every 5 EP spent, the Kai Hunter can increase



his Strength by 2.  However, for every +2 increment, the Kai Hunter must then spend 10
minutes resting from the strain.

Tier IV:  Tooth and Nail (-6 ENDURANCE)
The ferocity that the Kai Hunter controls in animals has now become internalized.  He
himself can make himself more animalistic once per day under certain conditions.  In order
to do this, he must have his hands free and be in light or no armor.  As a full round action,
the Kai Hunter can transform his teeth and nails into hardened, sharpened versions.

This allows the Kai Hunter to gain a claw/claw/attack for 1d6+1 rounds.  The attack rolls
and damage are as follows, and they replace the standard attack bonuses:

Attack bonus:  ½ NAK Character Level + Dexterity modifier + 3  (18-20 critical range, x2)
Damage:  1d6 + Strength modifier
If both claws hit, the bite automatically hits for an additional 1d4 + 3 rending damage

Tier V:  Omega Beast (-5 ENDURANCE)
In a ritual involving the permanent loss of 5 EP, the Kai Hunter can summon a wild
carnivorous animal of 3-4 ED that will bond with him and become his unerring and devoted
“pet”.  If this creature ever dies, the Kai Hunter will lose another 1d10 EP permanently.
Every time the Kai Hunter increases in level, the creature gains +5 EP.

Relic Binding (Advanced Fetishism)

What manifested itself as a strange compulsion to hold onto or procure a mundane object
has grown into a fear of losing that object.  It is a fear so intense that the Kai Hunter must
attempt to become one with the object and make it part of himself.

Tier I:  The Stone Potion
The Stone is ground into a fine powder, brewed in a potion by an alchemist, and then
imbibed by the Kai Hunter.  At this time, he makes a Fortitude check vs. DC15.  If he passes,
the benefits of the Stone are his forever.  If he fails, the standard penalties apply for the loss.

Tier II:  The Hair Graft
The Hair is implanted into his scalp during a crude surgical procedure.  At this point, another
Fortitude check is made vs. DC16.  If he passes, the body doesn’t react adversely to the
potentially dried flesh graft.  If he fails, the standard penalties for loss apply, as the scalp
becomes infected and the lock of hair is ruined from the infection.  In addition, the GM may
want the Kai Hunter to roll for potential disease.

Tier III:  The Replacement Fangs
The Kai Hunter will remove his own canine teeth and have the carnivore fangs implanted in
a crude surgical cementing procedure. At this point, another Fortitude check is made vs.
DC17.  If he passes, the body doesn’t react adversely to the teeth being put into the mouth,
and the benefits apply. (Note this does not augment Tier IV of Feral Embrace, once
attained.)  If he fails, the standard penalties for loss apply, as the extraction sites become
infected and the teeth become damaged from removal to treat the infection.  In addition, the
GM may want the Kai Hunter to roll for potential disease.



Tier IV:  The Blood Transfusion
The captured blood is removed from the vial and injected into the Kai Hunter.  At this point,
the Kai Hunter rolls a Fortitude check at DC15 to represent the possible adverse reaction
from injecting an incompatible blood type.  If he passes, the blood is compatible and will be
broken down and reused by his own body.  If he fails, the standard penalty for loss applies,
plus a –2 penalty on all Fortitude saves against ingested poisons.

Tier V:  Redemption
The Kai Hunter has either learned to let go of something he once lost.  If a Tier I-IV
Fetishism item was lost, it can now be replaced once for a permanent loss of -1d10 EP.  If a
Binding failed, it can now be ignored for a permanent loss of -1d10 EP.  If no fetishes were
lost, and all bindings passed, the Trophy (Fetishism Tier V) carries no penalties for loss.

Kai-Scourge (Advanced Kai-Bane)
Using the power of the five dark gods, the Kai Hunter can augment the damage he does to
Kai Lords.  Kai-Bane was merely a sword that pierced the ribs; Kai-Scourge is the twisting of
that sword to amplify suffering.

Tier I:  Whip of Karaushnith (-1 WP)
Against all Kai, psychic attacks now deal an extra 2 EP of damage, symbolizing the lashing of
the god’s whip, and the sadistic effect it has.

Tier II:  Dagger of Tharrayn (-1 ENDURANCE)
Against all Kai, physical attacks that pierce (dagger, spear, arrow, dart, etc.) cause an extra 2
EP of damage, symbolism of the mad god’s stabbing fits of insanity.  Each attack has its own
cost, so that 4 attacks would cost the Kai Hunter 4 EP.  This cost is paid before attack rolls
are made.

Tier III:  Staff of Vurnos (-1 ENDURANCE)
Against all Kai, physical attacks that smash or bludgeon (staff, club, mace, etc.) cause an
extra 2 EP of damage, symbolizing the crushing power disease has on mankind.  Each attack
has its own cost, so that 4 attacks would cost the Kai Hunter 4 EP.  This cost is paid before
attack rolls are made.

Tier IV:  Scythe of Xhagvash (-1 ENDURANCE)
Against all Kai, physical attacks that slash (sword, axe, etc.) cause an extra 2 EP of damage,
representing Death’s harvest of souls with the most widespread weapon type.  Each attack
has its own cost, so that 4 attacks would cost the Kai Hunter 4 EP.  This cost is paid before
attack rolls are made.

Tier V:  Axe of Naar (-20 ENDURANCE)
If a critical roll on a Kai does damage, the Kai Hunter can opt to expend his own life force in
an attempt to end the confrontation.  The Kai Hunter must make a Fortitude saving throw
against a DC = the damage of the critical hit + 5.  If the Kai fails, he dies.  This is symbolic
of the Executioner’s Axe falling upon the Kai.



Psi-Surge
Much like the Kai learn to augment their own formidable mental abilities, so too do the Kai
Hunters.  Instead of mere damage, the Kai Hunters focus on altering some physical state of
the victim.

Tier I:  Force of Personality
All psychic damage dealt from the Kai Hunter now has the Charisma modifier added to it.
This cannot be used in conjunction with Whip of Karaushnith.

Tier II:  Stupor (-4 ENDURANCE, -6 WP)
The weakest form of attack in this Discipline can cause the target to suffer from one of the
following effects for one round if they fail a Will save at a DC equal to the Kai Hunter’s
Character level +5:  Dazed, Dazzled, Deafened, Fatigued, Shaken, or Stunned.

Tier III:  Malaise (-4 ENDURANCE, -10 WP)
Having understood how to further alter mental states, the Kai Hunter can cause the target to
suffer from one of the following effects for one round if they fail a Will save at a DC equal to
the Kai Hunter’s Character level +5:  Cowering, Exhausted, Frightened, Nauseated, or
Panicked.

Tier IV:  Impairment (-5 ENDURANCE, -12 WP)
Not quite the pinnacle, this ability can considerably alter an encounter.   The target will suffer
from one of the following effects for one round if they fail a Will save at a DC equal to the
Kai Hunter’s Character level +5:  Blinded or Disabled.

Tier V:  Catatonia (-10 ENDURANCE, -20 WP)
The strongest form of attack in this Discipline can only be achieved by a vast usage of the
Kai Hunter’s psychic reserves. Use of Catatonia could deplete his psychic reserve, however,
leaving him as defenseless as the smallest child when it comes to psychic attack.  However, it
leaves his foe as defenseless as a child physically.

If a target fails a Will save at a DC equal to the Kai Hunter’s Character level +5, for one
round it will be Paralyzed.

Psi-Shield
A creature that has psychic abilities is faced with tougher decisions than those without such
awareness.  Should it hold onto its Willpower so it can defend?  Or should it expend it bit by
bit in attacks?  Or should it exhaust it and hope to overwhelm a foe?  As seen in Psi-Surge,
use of Willpower to attack can be tempting.  But a Kai Hunter’s defensive psychic abilities
have an offensive edge, too.

Each tier blocks Psi-Surge attacks of the same tier, in addition to doing the following:

Tier I:  Deflection
A Kai Hunter can use his formidable mind to screen out incoming damage.  Psychic Damage
from Psychic Combat is decreased by this Discipline’s Tier.

Tier II:  Fortification



Through exercise, the Kai Hunter has learned how to tighten his mental defenses.  The
Psychic AC gains a bonus of +2.

Tier III:  Absorption
If a Psychic Attack directed in Psychic Combat does not do any damage, the Kai Hunter can
use that residual energy to repair his own defenses.  Note that the maximum Willpower
cannot be exceeded this way.

Tier IV:  Misdirection (-2 WP)
Like a true shield, the Psychic Shield now deflects incoming attacks randomly at another
creature present within range.  This could be friend or foe that it is redirected towards, for
the GM decides.

Tier V:  Reflection (-4 WP)
There is nothing more humiliating than being defeated or slain by one’s own weapon.  The
Kai Hunter has now learned to utilize his Willpower to deflect incoming attacks back at the
attacker.  When this happens, the Kai Hunter rolls 2d6; the lower of the two rolls is what the
attacker takes.  Note that the attacker has no defense against his own psychic energy.

Misdirection (Advanced Obscurement)
Staying hidden while moving is good, but sometimes staying hidden while moving is
needed.  The Kai Hunter starts learning how to detect things better, then how to hide things
better, and finally how to hide himself better by building upon what he learned with
Obscurement.

Tier I:  Now You See It
The ability to discover facades and ruses is important, as is the ability to find hidden things
(both words and people) that are not what they seem.  The Kai Hunter can now add a
bonus equal to his Tier in all checks that involve discovery:  Appraise, Gather Information,
Perception, Sense Motive.

Tier II:  Now You Don't
Drawing upon his innate ability to fool and mislead, the Kai Hunter now gains a bonus equal
to his Tier in all checks that involve deceit:  Bluff, Disguise, Forgery.  Note that this does not
apply to Stealth, due to the numerous other bonuses the class receives.

Tier III:  Passing Shadows (-1 ENDURANCE/ROUND)
This is an advanced version of Still of the Night, which bestows the bonus gained from that
skill when moving up to 5'/round in the same conditions.

Tier IV:  Augmented Boon (-2 ENDURANCE/ROUND)
This is an advanced version of Boon of Stillness, which bestows the bonus gained from that
skill when moving up to 1/4 base movement in the same conditions.

Tier V:  Assassin's Edge (-3 ENDURANCE/ROUND)
This is an advanced version of Infiltrator's Edge, which bestows the bonus gained from that
skill when moving up to 1/2 base movement in the same conditions.



Stalking (Advanced Seeking)
Living up to their name, the Kai Hunter has a variety of skills that allow him to follow his
prey and avoid becoming prey himself.

Tier I: Aural Sight (-2 WP)
Useful for tracking a target in a city where trails and tracks can be instantly obliterated, this
ability allows the Kai Hunter to imbue a creature within his line of sight with a glow that only
he can see.  This glow lasts for up to 24 hours and cannot be covered with any manner of
disguises.

Tier II: Hindsight
The Kai Hunter knows instinctively when someone has started tracking him.  He does not
know who it is, why they are tracking him, or how close they are, but he does know when he
is being followed and can therefore be prepared.

Tier III: Minor Psychomancy (-6 WP)
The Kai Hunter can determine if a certain person has touched an object within the last 24
hours based on psychic residue.  This is a simple yes or no ability, and does not share
anything else in common with the Dessi Mage ability with the same name.

Tier IV: Precognition (-5 ENDURANCE)
The Kai Hunter can perceive whether or not danger awaits him in a certain direction, up to a
5’ path extending 50’ in front of him.  Barriers do not affect this, but once the path is
determined, it cannot be moved to scry around.  By making a Concentration check against a
variable DC (chosen by GM, never less than 25), the Kai Hunter can gain a vague insight as
to whether or not danger awaits him.  There is no indication as to what it is—it could be an
assassin, a hungry wild animal, or a spike-filled pit trap.  (Sound judgment should be used in
deciding whether something is “dangerous” as even a pebble can be dangerous if trapped in
someone’s windpipe.  GM’s are encouraged not to get nitpicky with this, for the Kai Hunter
has come a long way to reach this Tier.)

If the Kai Hunter passes the DC by 5 or more, he should get some sort of quantification of
danger (that is, learning that there are “6 thugs ahead” instead of “a group of hostile people”
ahead).
If the Kai Hunter passes the DC by 15 or more, he should gain specific details as to what the
danger is.

Tier V:  Lingering Thoughts (-5 EP, -5 WP)
There is no surpassing this level of tracking, short of magical scrying. By focusing on the
surroundings, a Kai Hunter can track a creature psychically by the mental residue left by its
thoughts.  The Kai Hunter makes a Will saving throw against a DC of the target’s character
level + 10.  This is useful if the creature crossed water or entered a terrain which rendered
usual tracking skills useless (sewers, at sea, in a blizzard, etc).  Tracking a creature with
Mindshield raises the DC by 5; Psi-Screen raises the DC by 10; Kai-Screen makes the target
untrackable using this ability.

Note that failure to find a psychic trail still drains the associated cost of using this discipline.



(Example:  Grim Storm is tracking a Kai named Sun Hawk.  He rolls a Will save and gets a 23.  He
tells the GM this, and the GM references Sun Hawk’s information.  He is a level 16 Kai with Psi-
Screen.  That means the DC for the roll was 26.  The Kai Hunter then looks around and finds other
tracks.  Was Sun Hawk alone?  He then searches for the psychic residue from these other tracks,
rolling a 19 in the process.  The GM checks Simyn’s info.  He is a level 14 Sage, so the trail is found.
Grim Storm smiles wryly as he sets off toward Lyris, for the Kai’s friendship with the Sage would be
his undoing.)

Warmastery (Advanced Warcraft)
Tier I: Ambidexterity
The Kai Hunter has learned to use each hand effectively in combat.  The penalty for two-
handed fighting is reduced by (or augmented by) his Dexterity modifier.

Tier II: Fury's Focus (-1 ENDURANCE*)
Group combat is taxing and dangerous.  The Kai Hunter can offset some of this by allowing
his anger to drive his attacks.  For every 1 EP he spends, he can add a +1 bonus, divided
any way he chooses, between any number of foes.  The maximum EP that can be used in
this way is 10.

Tier III: Equality
When facing an armed opponent, the Kai Hunter can add a +5 on his disarm attempt.  If it
succeeds, the opponent is disarmed and the weapon is out of his grasp.  This applies also to
shields.

Tier IV:  Splinter
The Kai Hunter has learned that destroying the weapons and equipment of his foes can be
both unnerving and beneficial.  He gains a +5 bonus to both the attack roll and damage
toward leather or wooden weapons, armor, or objects for the purpose of destroying it.  So
finely tuned is this ability that the weapon he uses to strike is not damaged in the process.

Tier V: Sunder
The above bonus now applies to metallic and stone objects as well.
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